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Synopsis
The learnability and psychological reality of lexical stratification in Japanese (Ito & Mester
1995ab) have been much contested issues in the literature (see Gelbart & Kawahara 2007). The
current study shows that the phonological differences between strata may serve as conditions for
the selection of allomorphs of an honorific prefix both in a corpus of real words and non-word
experiments. The results suggest that Japanese speakers get evidence for lexical stratification not
merely from static phonotactics (see Morita & O’Donnell 2020) but also from morphophonology.
Introduction
In Japanese, the honorific prefix o- or go- may be attached to a word to express politeness or
respect to the hearer. They have no essential differences in meaning, and are both written with
the same Chinese character. Generally speaking, o- of Yamato-Japanese (“YJ”) origin is used
with YJ words (e.g. o-kangaeYJ ‘thought’) and go- of Sino-Japanese (“SJ”) origin is used with
SJ words (e.g. go-ikenSJ ‘opinion’), although exceptions and variable cases are also found (e.g.
o-henjiSJ∼go-henjiSJ ‘reply’) (see Yamada & Okuse 2013). Thus, o- and go-, which are etymolog-
ically distinct lexical items, behave like principally stratum-sensitive allomorphs of a single prefix.
Here, I examine the selection of o- and go- from a phonological point of view, and address the
questions of whether the selectional condition aligns with the phonological differences of YJ and
SJ words discussed in the literature, and whether such patterns are internalized in speakers’ minds.
Corpus study
I extracted all the tokens of words prefixed with o- and go- from BCCWJ, a large corpus of written
Japanese (NINJAL 2012). Among the 307,284 tokens, 249,387 (81.16%) occurred with o- and
57,899 (18.84%) occurred with go-. I then analyzed the rates of o- and go- in terms of the phono-
logical properties of the prefixed words’ initial syllables. A natural prediction is that o- occurs
more often with YJ-like sound features and go- occurs more often with SJ-like sound features.

Some of the main phonological properties that are supposedly typical of YJ and SJ words are
as follows (see Tateishi 1989, Moreton & Amano 1999, Ito & Mester 2014, Morita & O’Donnell
2020, etc.). SJ morphemes tend to have some specific syllable structures: underlying (or historical)
coda k/t followed by an inserted vowel i/u (to be dubbed “C-kt” for short), long vowels/diphthongs
(“LongV”), geminates (“Gem”), and coda nasals (“CodaN”). Also, SJ phonology allows a voice-
less obstruent after CodaN (“NT”), unlike YJ phonology which only allows other consonants post-
nasally (“NC”). Segmentally, SJ morphemes often have initial voiced obstruents (“D”), initial r
(“R”), and palatalized consonants (“Pal”). Palatalization may co-occur with D, R, or C (other con-
sonants in general). YJ morphemes, on the other hand, most typically have simple CV syllable
structures, with no (or fewer) segmental features discussed above (“CV”).

Figure 1 plots the average rates of go-selection (SJ-allomorph) in the token-based data from
the corpus. (For readability, the segmental and syllable-structure conditions are shown in separate
graphs.) As can be seen, SJ-like sound features, especially R, Pal-R, LongV, CodaN, and Gem,
significantly raise the go-selection rates. (One interesting point to note is that CodaN-NT, which is
supposedly unique to SJ words, does not show a high rate compared to CodaN-NC.)

The results are, by themselves, not surprising. They simply reconfirm that go- is mainly pre-
fixed to SJ words and that those prefixed words have sound properties typical of the SJ stratum as
described by previous studies. They could, however, serve as reference points for experiments. Do
speakers select o- and go- using similar phonological conditions in non-word experiments?
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Figure 1: Rates of SJ-reading: Corpus (Error bars: 95%CI)
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Figure 2: Rates of SJ-reading: Experiments (Error bars: 95%CI)

Experiments
For stimuli, I created trimoraic non-existing words with the phonological features discussed above
(e.g. nimaya for “CV”, kekisa for “CV-kt”, fuuso for “LongV”, sonto for “CodaN-NT”). For the
purpose of experimental controls, SJ-like words in the segmental conditions all had k/t on top of
SJ-like initial segments (e.g. rekiha for “R-kt”, zetsuya for “D-kt”). Also, rather than mixing up
other structural and segmental features, I designed two separate sets of experiments: one with only
segmental condition items and the other with only structural condition items. In the experiments,
96 (half YJ-like and half SJ-like) items were randomly presented in frame sentences in honorific
speech, and participants were asked to choose whether they would use o- or go-. 240 Japanese
speakers (132 and 108 for the segmental and structural conditions respectively) participated.

Figure 2 shows the average rates of go-selection in the experiments. A logistic regression anal-
ysis reveals that, except for D-kt and Pal-kt-D, all the SJ-like segmental and structural conditions,
especially R-kt, Pal-kt-R, LongV and CodaN, have significantly higher rates compared to the YJ-
like CV condition, as has been expected. The relatively low rates of the D-conditions may be due
to OCP(voice) effects (e.g. *go-zetsuya). Also, CodaN-NT is not higher than CodaN-NC (p=0.44);
again, this is unexpected since NT is arguably one of the most SJ-like properties. The results here
rather suggest that the presence of CodaN alone serves as a cue to SJ words. Also note that the
general patterns of the corpus and experimental results look similar, with the caveat that their data
size and structure (token vs. type) are not the same. Taken together, they indicate that Japanese
speakers learn the distributional patterns of o- and go- from real words, and they use the knowledge
productively in the selection of the allomorphs with novel words.
Discussion and conclusion
Japanese speakers are psychologically aware of the phonological conditioning for the stratum-
sensitive allomorphs o- and go-. Recent studies have shown that a stratified lexicon is computa-
tionally learnable from static phonotactics (e.g. Morita & O’Donnell 2020). This study shows that
such stratum-based phonological differences are also tagged with allomorphic variation (and other
morphophonological processes), which can further facilitate the learning of lexical stratification.


